EXPRESS EMPLOYEE SHUTTLE RESTRICTIONS
Terminal 7: Sunday, September 15 at 12AM through Friday, September 20 at 7AM
Terminal 1: Sunday, October 20 at 12AM through Friday, October 25 at 7AM

ACTIVITY:
The Interim Ground Access project (LAX-It) will restrict portions of the Arrivals Level Inner Lanes, Bus Lane and shuttle stops in phases to widen the curb at the shuttle stop islands. This project will impact the Express Employee Shuttle Stops at Terminal 1 and Terminal 7 in the coming weeks.

Employees utilizing Express stops at Terminal 1 and Terminal 7 should use the next nearest LAX Shuttle stop for transportation to the Employee Lots. Express “special” buses will not be servicing Terminal 1 and Terminal 7 on the dates of each respective closure. Express buses will be temporarily re-assigned to either Lot West or Lot East regular routes.

IMPACTS:
TERMINAL 7: Sunday, September 15 at 12AM through Friday, September 20 at 7AM
• Utilize LAX Shuttle stop at Terminal 6

TERMINAL 1: Sunday, October 20 at 12AM through Friday, October 25 at 7AM
• Utilize LAX Shuttle stop at Terminal 2